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Nothing beats the pleasure of running. Unfortunately, many runners are slowed down by injuries

that could be avoided through changes in training or technique.That&#39;s where Running Well

comes in. Based on the latest scientific principles, this accessible guide shows you these

techniques: -How to minimize the risk of injury and stay healthy-The differences between training

and straining-How to strengthen and maintain the primary running muscles-Ways of assessing and

improving technique-How to recognize injuries early on and avoid more serious setbacksAnd if you

do get injured, Running Well will return you to action quickly. Sections devoted to each bodily region

detail common symptoms and causes of discomfort. You&#39;ll learn how to treat the injury, know

when to seek help and know how to prevent the problem from reoccurring. From avoiding

overtraining to increasing flexibility, Running Well has everything you need to keep you running all

year round so that you sprintâ€”not limpâ€”to the all-important finish line.v
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An easy read, covers most aspects needed whether you're starting out, or training for a marathon.

Good section on injuries including how to get back into it after being injured or sick. Doesn't include

a training plan for a marathon/half marathon but guides you into how to make your own. Maybe

could of had more on this. Good nutrition section-more than just your regular eat this, drink fluids..

Good research basis for what they say. Talks about which types of cross training are good and

relate to running. Much easier to read and includes a broad wealth of information relating to running

compared to some other books I've read.



Great book. Great design. I bought this for my wife who wants to train for a half marathon, but hasn't

run much previously. Running Well should ensure both her success and safety. Very accessible and

informative!

This book clearly describes various parts of a runner's body which may become sore or injured,

possible causes, and several ways to strengthen to reduce future pain and injury. Excellent

resource for runners.

I swear I didn't know this book was on the Oprah Book Club list until after I read it. It is an extremely

good resource for the novice to intermediate runner. It covers all facets of keeping your body safe

when running, hence the name, in a manner that makes you want to run with confidence. The

authors illustrate stretches and strengthening techniques that are easy and work exceptionally well.

Additionally, the troubleshooting pain sections are an incredible wealth of knowledge that assist

greatly in isolating the cause of an injury and how to heal, recovery, and rebuild from the injury. I

strained my Achilles and thought that I would be out of running for at least a month. Nope. I followed

the book and was back running, without pain, in 7 days. Available now at your local library. I actually

had to buy this book...Yes, Oprah is right.

This book is awesome. I was very impressed with it. It showed the body part that I injuried, ways

that I could have injuried it, and the solution to fix it.I found the imperfections with the book to be

minimal and the cost to be low. This was a good purchase.
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